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Commodity outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

We forecast 17/18 Australian wheat supply to be 20.9 million tonnes including a 40 percent fall below average for
NSW and Queensland.

Dairy

Pressure on global dairy will continue to build as global supply expands.

Beef

Rain is lifting prices and should keep them strong for the coming month.

Sheepmeat

Producer demand and export markets continue to support strong prices.

Sugar

Rabobank expects the ICE#11 to remain steady as adequate global supply comes online.

Cotton

Near-term pressure will remain on the ICE#2 as the US crop keeps rolling in and weather risks decline.

Wool

Strong YTD supply finds eager buyers; smaller scheduled offerings this month may help to support prices.

Wine

Californian crop faces reduced volume and smoke damage, increasing supply woes in a tightening global market.

Horticulture

Market access developments have improved both short- and long-term outlooks for horticulture exports.

Fertiliser

Urea holds is ground after September hike, but the fundamentals suggest prices will decline into 2018.

FX

We forecast the CPI to remain below the RBA target range of 2 percent to 3 percent through the next 12
months, with wage pressure remaining lacklustre.

Oil

Rabobank expects to see oil prices consolidate around 60 USD/bbl, holding this price through to Q1 2018.

Completing rainfall drivers quell La Niña
Australian rain deciles, October 2017

After a bleak winter, the wet season arrived right on time for
Queensland farmers. Significant falls and even some flooding occurred
across most productive regions. A mild and wet finish to the season in
WA continued, adding tonnes to winter crops after a very dry start. Much
of SA, VIC, and NSW received average rainfall in October.
For the next three months, most of the country holds around 50 percent
chance of average rainfall. The Bureau of Meteorology's El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) outlook has been moved to a La Niña
watch during October. Sea temperatures in tropical parts of the Pacific
Ocean have cooled significantly. At the time of writing, six of the eight
international climate models suggest La Niña thresholds will be reached
during November.
However, the negative influence of warmer waters north of Australia and
cool waters in the eastern Indian Ocean may prevent the widespread
rainfall usually associated with a La Niña event.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

What to watch
•

La Niña – Although the La Niña is only expected to be short and weak, eastern states continue to want more rain after a very dry end to winter.
Rainfall now will directly assist dryland cotton and summer crops, and production from heavier soil types will certainly count toward winter crops
next season.

La Niña likely to be short-lived
Relative root zone soil moisture, October 2017

ENSO & IOD both neutral

October rains have encouraged planting of dryland cotton
and summer crops in Southern QLD & North NSW.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

US Wheat gets competitive
CBOT wheat found its way 6 percent down over the month, giving back the gains made in September, after the
arrival of the Northern Hemisphere harvests and a projected fifth year of global stock building. Meanwhile, slowing
Russian port operations and a small lift in the rouble have given US wheat a more competitive positionand
increased export sales. Improved US export sales are expected to continue over the northern winter, possibly
reflecting opportunities for Australian wheat in the coming months.
Rabobank’s 12-month CBOT outlook remains unadjusted, with values between 460 USc/bu and 470
USc/bu for the next calendar year. However, Q4 2017 has been revised down to 450 USc/bu with
Northern Hemisphere harvest volumes weighing heavily on the quarter.
Forecast lower Australian supply has not supported the global wheat price since reductions have been
more than offset by additional supplies from Russia, India, Canada, and the EU. We forecast 2017/18
Australian wheat supply to be 20.9 million tonnes including a 40 percent fall below average for
NSW and Queensland.
Local wheat prices fell across Australia during mid- to late October. East Coast prices fell less than 10
percent, but Geelong, Adelaide, and Kwinana all fell significantly more (at 13 percent, 21 percent, and 19
percent, respectively) from lower starting positions. General rains made for declines in the east, while
improved local supply prospects and a falling global market lead to falls in other regions.
Movement of local supply prospects—up for lentils, down for chickpeas—has been reflected in recent
local pricing. Desi chickpea prices have remained near to AUD 900/tonne, while lentil prices have
softened again, and are now down 39 percent YOY. Ongoing pressure on lentil prices is expected due to
local supply and flat international demand.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to Watch
•

AUD/USD . If tax cuts are passed in the US, the USD will likely get a boost relative to the AUD,
helping the AUD achieve further softening in addition to what it’s already seen this past
month.

•

Summer crop planting—Prospects for summer crops have been enhanced by October rains.
Improved sorghum prices this year, combined with available long fallow, bodes well for increased
supply in 2018, though price softening over the last month could prompt alternative crop choices.

East plays home game, South and West in
global fixture
Australian APW prices,
Nov 2016-Nov 2017

Australian wheat futures and CBOT,
Nov 2016-Nov 2017
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Misstep in Oceania milk flows
The Oceania spring flush has stumbled. The latest milk production data confirms that
unfavourable seasonal conditions have impacted milk flows during key months in both New
Zealand and Australia. In September, New Zealand milk production was down 1.3 percent and
Australian milk flows were 0.6 percent lower, but production is higher season-so-date in both
countries, and expected to make up some lost ground as the seasons progress.
The downward pressure on global commodity prices that started to build in October has
continued into November. Ongoing China and South East Asia purchasing and a sluggish spring
peak in Oceania should limited the damage as 2017 winds down.
Production growth in the Northern Hemisphere remains a big watch moving into 2018.
Production is expanding in both the EU and the US, and positive farmer margins are expected to
support growth into their peak. In Argentina, though, a recovery in milk production that had
been building momentum was hit by poor weather in recent weeks.
Butter prices in global markets have lost some steam. Wholesale butter prices in Europe have
tumbled in recent weeks. With skim milk powder prices still floundering, cheese is again proving
the preferred stream from dairy processors.

What to watch

Dairy

•

The Murray Goulburn sale process—Saputo’s journey to acquire the Murray Goulburn business
has begun. A supplier roadshow and vote, FIRB approval, and ACCC clearance are all required
before the transaction can reach scheduled completion in 1H 2018.

•

Fonterra’s next steps in Australia—Fonterra has been a big winner in Australia with milk supply
now straining processing capacity. The company has pledged to spend AUD 100 million to lift
capacity by 500 million litres and aspires to reach 3 billion litres of annual milk supply in the long
term.

Pressure is mounting on global prices
Dairy commodity prices (Oceania)

Production growth key exporting regions
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Rain fuels price jump
Widespread rains across parts of Queensland and Northern NSW reignited producer demand
and saw prices climb through October. Despite cattle yardings being slightly up, the EYCI rose
from AUD 5.05/kg cwt in late September to AUD 5.77/kg cwt by 2 November. Most saleyard
cattle indicators rose, while over-the-hook prices remained flat, reflecting the extra producer
demand. With average rainfall predicted for the next three months, producer demand is
expected to continue supporting cattle prices.
Year-to-date (September) cattle slaughter is 2 percent lower than the corresponding period in
2016. Cattle slaughter for September is up 11 percent YOY at 612,900 head. With heavier carcass
weights, beef production is up 14 percent YOY for the month of September. YTD production is
now 1 percent higher than the same time in 2016, the first positive YOY change all year. With
rainfall throughout October, slaughter numbers are expected to fall slightly.
October beef exports (86,279 tonnes swt) were 19 percent higher than in October 2016 and YTD
(October) exports are 3 percent higher than in 2016.
A big jump in cattle sent to Indonesia in September (59,962 head) has brought Indonesian live
exports closer to 2016 levels, now only 8 percent behind 2016 YTD (September). The uncertainty
that has plagued September quotas in previous years was not evident this year. Total live exports
for YTD is down 24 percent.

What to watch
•

Beef

Feedlot numbers–Improved seasons, higher grain prices, and a reduced number of finished
feeder cattle give us cause to lower our expectations on the numbers on feed (Q3 cattle on
feed numbers should be released soon). Nonetheless, YTD numbers have been strong. Q3
numbers will give a good indication of the strength of the fed cattle market.

Rain gives domestic cattle prices a lift; US
imported prices pick up
Eastern Young cattle indicator
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Strong prices continue
Lamb prices continue to defy the normal seasonal decline with restocker and Merino lambs
performing strongly in line with strong producer demand. The last time prices didn’t follow the
normal seasonal decline was in 2011, when prices hovered around the AUD 5.00c/kg cwt mark
for the second half of the year. Prices subsequently fell for most of 2012 following increased
production. Prices in 2017 have been strong despite the production increase of the last five
years. While prices won’t escape some seasonal decline, they are not likely to repeat 2012’s
spectacular fall.
Year-on-year lamb slaughter continues to increase, albeit at slightly lower levels, increasing 4
percent for September to 1.88 million head. Production in Victoria and South Australia has been
particularly strong, increasing 14 percent and 24 percent YOY for the month of September.
Sheep slaughter was up 19 percent YOY for September, to 730,700 head.
Lamb exports (22,474 tonnes swt) continue their robust performance, up 6 percent YOY for the
month of October. Mutton exports, reflecting the higher slaughter, are also higher, up 66 percent
YOY for October at 17,057 tonnes swt. Mutton exports to China (6,622 tonnes swt) skyrocketed,
up 311 percent YOY for the month of October, recording the highest monthly mutton exports
volume to China since December 2013.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

Export volumes to China–Chinese demand for sheepmeat is very seasonal, with high
demand in winter months. It is expected that a drought in Inner Mongolia in late 2016 will
have reduced Chinese sheep numbers. Sheep prices are starting to rise in China, indicating
that the higher volume that followed the drought liquidation has passed, and that a phase
of restricted supply is now beginning, which will support demand for imports into 2018.

Lamb prices holding mutton exports to
China highest in almost four years
Australian mutton exports to China

Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator
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Wet weather slowing the crush
The sugar price improved through October, managing to hold above USc 14/lb for all but one day
of trading during the last month. This, combined with the weaker Australian dollar, lifted the
ICE#11 in local terms to a high of AUD 424/tonne.
The abundance of sugar from Brazil, the EU, and central Asia, however, is still limiting the
volatility in the market at present, so Rabobank maintains its forecast of USc 14/lb to USc 15/lb
for the next four to six months.
There is optimism for improved prices in 2018, largely as Brazil’s output is set, at best, to maintain
current levels. Factors such as lower cane availability, potential downside to sugar content, and
continued improvement in ethanol prices may in fact reduce the output of the world’s largest
producer and exporter.
The Australian sugar crush slowed through October following above-average rainfall across sugar
growing regions. This wet weather has delayed the crush across Australia’s production regions.
Close to 30 percent less cane was crushed last month compared with September.
The rainfall has also impacted the sugar content in the cane, with the average Australian CCS level
decreasing over the last few weeks of October. Season-to-date CCS across the country sits at 13.55
units, still ahead of year-ago levels.
The industry’s forecast for the 2017 cane crop was also revised downwards over the month, it is
now closer to 33.5 million tonnes of cane that will be crushed in 2017.

What to watch
•

Sugar

Highly anticipated EU sugar market deregulation took effect in October. A number of
considerations for the global market exist, such as whether exportable surplus from the EU
will increase. RaboResearch has published a series of articles discussing some of the key
implications of the new regime on the RaboResearch portal, as well as a recent podcast
which can be found here.

Sugar prices keep rolling on
ICE#11 sugar contract price, Nov 2016-Nov 2017
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Wet October lifts AU crop forecast
The ICE#2 cotton price has averaged USc 68/lb through the past month. While the weakened
Australian dollar in October helped to lift local offers back up to A$500/bale for 2018, Rabobank have
maintained its view that global prices will remain under some pressure in the near term as the cotton
continues to roll in from the US harvest.
The US crop is now 54 percent harvested, in line with YOY- and 5-year-average progress. USDA
expectations for the US crop have been revised downwards in the October WASDE to 21.1 million
bales, representing a cut of 640,000 bales and reflecting damage and losses from the three major
hurricanes this season. As has been discussed in recent months, this is still a big crop–the largest in
11 years–and still one of the chief factors weighing on prices.
While the building of global stocks outside of China remains the key bearish influence in the market,
the continued improvement of demand prospects sheds an optimistic light on the market through
2018. USDA forecasts cotton consumption to lift 4 percent YOY; ICAC aren’t quite as positive, but the
2.7 percent YOY increase they anticipate is still more positive than the 1.6 percent lift in 2016/17.
October rainfall through Northern NSW and Southern Queensland arrived during the critical planting
window and lifted Australian crop expectations for 2018. Rabobank has raised its expectations for
Australian output to reach between 4.3 million bales and 4.5 million bales.
ABS export data shows exports of Australian cotton have surpassed 3 million bales for the marketing
YTD.

What to watch

Cotton

•

Planting, planting, planting. With just a few weeks left for any opportunistic dryland
cotton planting, all eyes will be on the weather and activity in the field before
finalising the crop forecast for 2018.

Cotton holding steady as weather risks diminish
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The ICE#2 appears to be holding higher than expected with the large US crop that’s rolling in, but Rabobank still forecasts some
price pressure through to the end of 2017 and early 2018.

EMI pushes higher…again
In the first week of November the Australian Eastern Market Indicator plunged through its August
record high, reaching AUc 1,623/kg clean, up 5 percent MOM and up 22 percent on November 2016.
Merino prices have all made gains on the month, with wool finer than 19 micron up 5 percent to 7
percent over the month. Cardings were the stand out, hitting AUc 1300/kg and gaining 13 percent.
As has been characteristic throughout the season to date, wool offerings continued to outpace the
2016/17 season. Bales offered at auction are up some 11 percent YOY, and wool tested to the end of
October is up some 7.2 percent. While the YOY change still reflects the slow start to the 2016/17
season, bales offered are also up on the five-year average.
The official industry forecast is for steady production in 2017/18, but strong deliveries may suggest
some additional supply. Abares forecasts a 4 percent increase YOY. If the pace of supply coming to
market slows considerably over the coming months, it could provide some support to current prices.
Notably, scheduled auction offers for the next three weeks are below the seasonal average.
China’s strong appetite for Australian wool has continued, with the volume of wool exported to China
still on the rise, up 8 percent YOY. The increase has predominantly been for 20 micron to 23 micron
wool, and +28 micron wool.

What to watch

Wool

•

Retail giant VF Corporation—VFC, whose brand portfolio includes The North Face, Smartwool,
Lee, and Wrangler, has signed a definitive agreement to purchase New Zealand’s Icebreaker
brand. The company release noted their ambition to be a leader in the growing and
underpenetrated natural fibre category. This provides a platform for growth for the brand,
which would flow through to its Merino sourcing requirements.

EMI marches higher
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The Australian Eastern Market Indicator reached a record high, breaking AUc 1,623/kg clean during the last month.

Wildfires in California add to global
supply woes
In October wildfires tore through California wine country, burning over 200,000 acres. The fires destroyed
homes, families, and livelihoods, and we extend our deepest sympathies to those affected by the tragedy.
For the regions affected, around 90 percent of grapes had been harvested before the fires hit. The
remaining 10 percent is virtually all Cabernet Sauvignon.
While few vines were destroyed, smoke taint could dramatically reduce the quality of the grapes, putting
very strong upward pressure on the high-end Cabernet market in the US. The Agricultural Issues Center at
University of California, Davis estimates that the economic losses from smoke tainted grapes could reach
USD 175 million.
Treasury Wine Estates reported limited fire damage to its operations. The company owns and operates
vineyards in the US, including in the impacted Napa Valley and Sonoma regions.

USDA is projecting that the Californian wine grape harvest will fall from 4.031 million tons in 2016 to 4.0
million tons this year (down less than 1%). The harvest in Washington State is expected to experience a
somewhat more significant drop, from 270,000 tons to 260,000 tons (down 8%).
Meanwhile, in the first signs of the impact of the recent poor NZ harvest, NZ wine exports fell in September
in YOY terms. While the declines were small (down 2% in both value and volume), it marked the second
consecutive monthly decline in export volumes, and the first time in 16 months that both volume and value
have fallen in YOY terms (see chart overleaf).

What to watch


Wine

Reduced volume and smoke damage to the Californian crop has come during a tightening
global market. As reported last month, spring frosts, heat, and drought acutely impacted
yields in France, Italy, and Spain this season, exerting upward pressure on grape and bulk wine
prices in some regions.

NZ wine exports slip below prior-year levels
YOY growth in NZ wine exports by volume and value
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Australian produce on the world stage
Recently there have been a lot of good news stories about the export component of Australian
horticulture. Mangoes from the Northern Territory were flown direct to Singapore for the first time in a
decade. Same-day delivery not only increases freshness, but is encouraging development in new
markets. Meanwhile, melon growers are pursuing a combined approach to Asian market access, where
the price for Australian produce is twice that of other countries. Japan, South Korea, Maldives, Malaysia,
and Hong Kong have all shown a growing preference for premium fruit, and there is significant room
in these markets for the Australian presence to grow.
Also noteworthy is the proposal for a Fresh Food Precinct alongside Western Sydney Airport. The
vision is for a centralised distribution space utilising fully digital certification, thus allowing for a quicker
route to export Australian fresh produce via air freight. The digital platform can also provide greater
connectivity between producers and consumers domestically. Consultancy firm KPMG predicts the
project could generate 12,000 ongoing jobs for the industry.
Blueberries have been given market access priority into China by the Horticulture Trade Access
Panel. The announcement follows the prior prioritisation of mainland Australian apples under the new
two-and-two agreement. However, this new arrangement will not go into effect until the completion
of the existing four-and-four agreement, which focuses on improving market access for stonefruit,
citrus, table grapes, and apples. China imported 5,339 tonnes of blueberries in 1H 2017, all from Chile.
Market access priority represents a significant opportunity for Australian blueberry growers, who
presently export around 10 percent of an average annual crop of 6,000 tonnes.

What to watch

Horticulture



Fresh produce is not expected to be a priority during the company’s rollout, but Amazon’s arrival
in the Australian marketplace will undoubtedly shake up the fruit and vegetable space.
Operations commenced at the online giant’s Dandenong warehouse in early November.
Amazon’s grocery component, AmazonFresh, had mixed results when entering the EU market,
struggling to compete with existing retailers’ established supply and distribution channels.

Horticulture exports ready for take-off
Value of horticulture production and exports (FOB), 2012-13 to 2017-18
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If the ABARES forecasts eventuate in 2017-18, Australian horticulture exports will have grown 14 percent p.a. on average over
six years, while the gross value of production will have gained a more modest 2 percent p.a. over the same period.

Urea markets unexpectedly stable
Following a 28 percent MOM rise in the global urea price in September, the price defied
Rabobank and the market’s expectations by holding its ground in October. Middle East Urea is
steady, at 288 USD/tonne in early November. Prices have been supported by demand from India, and
also the temporary closure of some supply in the Middle East. The announcement of seasonal air
pollution restrictions in six provinces in northern China is creating some market uncertainty.
Rabobank expects that there will be cuts to Chinese urea production, but China remains in an
oversupply situation, so it is unlikely that import or export numbers will be significantly affected. The
fundamentals continue to point to an oversupply market. Consequently, we expect prices to
moderate into Q1 2018.
Like urea, global DAP prices were steady in October, remaining almost unchanged throughout the
month after starting the month at 345 USD/tonne. Looking ahead, prices are expected to
experience some upward pressure as some production is being cut in the US, reportedly on
the back of rising raw material costs. Potash prices saw a very marginal increase during October, but
on the whole, we expect them to remain stable.
With the 2017/18 harvest now underway in Australia, farmers are also starting to shift their attention
to the 2018/19 season. While global fertiliser prices remain a key consideration, recent AUD/USD
currency falls and increasing shipping rates are increasing local prices.

What to watch

Farm Inputs

•

EU plans to ban glyphosate (the active ingredient in Roundup). On the 9th of November the
EU Commission again failed to reach a resolution for an extension for the current license
that runs out on December 15 2017. Consequences for Australian farmers will fall on our
bulk canola exports and more specifically how import regulations may be altered should a
glyphosate ban be placed on EU farmers. The issue now sits with the EU appeals committee,
where hopefully a resolution can be reached before December 15.

Fundamentals point to declining urea price
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US Fed and RBA intentions diverge
While momentum in the US economy remained strong through Q3 (GDP is up 3% YOY), inflation
remains benign. At 1.3 percent in September, the core PCE deflator was not only well short of the Fed’s
2-percent target, but also well down on the 1.9 percent that was evident at the start of 2017.
However, with unemployment currently at an extremely low 4.2 percent, the Fed continues to expect
that wage and price pressure are just around the corner. Thus, while inflation is not yet evident in the
data, the majority of the Fed Board seems intent on raising rates for the third time this year in December.
For now we are sticking with our call for rates to be hiked next in 2018, but if incoming data is not weak
enough to change the Fed’s intentions, we will adjust our expectation.
Meanwhile, on Melbourne Cup Day the RBA left rates on hold at 1.50 percent as expected, but added
some important key words to their copy-and-paste statement: ‘One continuing source of uncertainty is
the outlook for household consumption’. In our view, this implies that the RBA will not rapidly follow
where the Fed still appears to be leading. This seems even more likely now that the ABS is about to
revise the basket of goods and services for the Australian CPI, with strong indicators that weaker prints
will result going forward.

We forecast the CPI to remain below the RBA target range of 2 percent to 3 percent through the next 12
months, with wage pressure to remain lacklustre. We consider the risks to short-term interest rates on
the downside over this period.
If this is true, the AUD is going just the one direction. And it’s not up. We expect the AUD to soften to
around USc 73 by October 2018.

What to watch

FX

•

Appointments to the US Federal Reserve Board of Governors. The unusually large number
of vacancies which Donald Trump will fill in coming months means that he can effectively
choose whether to have a hawkish or dovish FOMC in 2018 and beyond.

Australian dollar loses more ground
Australian/US dollar cross rate
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Brent Crude at two-year highs
For the first time since July 2015, Brent Crude Oil is being traded above 60 USD/bbl. It sits at 62
USD/bbl at the time of writing, up 11 percent MOM. This follows the 12 percent MOM rise seen
during September. Driving this continual upward pressure are production cuts from OPEC countries.
Upward pressure is also coming in the form of lower US inventories, now at their lowest since
January 2016. The number of rigs in the US continues to decline, down from 957 in July to 909 at
the end of October. Rabobank expects to start seeing some consolidation around the 60 USD/bbl
level, retaining this price through to Q1 2018.
While confidence is returning to the oil sector what with boosted hedge fund bets and rising WTI
futures prices, Brent Crude is experiencing backwardation in some areas of the futures curve.
Four-month contracts are trading above longer-term positions, indicating the market’s shift from
glut to scarcity.

Shipping rates also followed an upward trend in October. Since the last major trough in June, the
BDI has almost doubled to 1482 points in early November. Despite fluctuating, China’s demand for
raw materials continues to strengthen shipping markets on the whole. The BDI’s recent breakaway
from its year-long tight trading region is also a positive indicator for general economic expansion,
with simultaneous rallies in base metal markets.
Sydney wholesale diesel prices have increased approximately AUc 9/L through October to over
AUc 119/L, a level not reached since July 2015. Retail petrol and diesel are set to surge through the
summer months thanks to continued high oil prices.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

Developments in Saudi Arabia—Both domestic and regional conditions are deteriorating for
the OPEC leader. The arrest of several royals and officials by Saudi’s Crown Prince has been
overshadowed by flaring tensions with Iran, as Saudi Arabia threatens retaliatory measures in
response to recently attempted missile attacks. Ongoing unrest will create supply concerns
and ultimately push prices higher. A risk remains that political strife could also disrupt the unity
of OPEC.

Upward pressure on oil & freight continues
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Grains & oilseeds
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266
508

444
972
350
280
511

410
989
346
250
539

Beef markets
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator
Feeder Steer
North Island Bull 300 kg
South Island Bull 300 kg

AUc/kg cwt
AUc/kg lwt
NZc/kg cwt
NZc/kg cwt

▲
▲
▲
▼

577
308
555
510

533
283
540
520

658
355
515
500

Sheepmeat markets
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator
North Island Lamb 17.5 kg YX
South Island Lamb 17.5 kg YX

AUc/kg cwt
NZc/kg cwt
NZc/kg cwt

▲
▲
▲

620
725
715

602
715
710

549
575
550

Venison markets
North Island Stag
South Island Stag

NZc/kg cwt
NZc/kg cwt

▲
▲

1,000
1,035

980
970

820
840

Dairy Markets
Butter
Skim Milk Powder
Whole Milk Powder
Cheddar

USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB

▼
▼
▼
•

5,763
1,813
3,013
4,125

6,275
1,900
3,175
4,125

3,963
2,263
2,825
3,613

Agri Price Dashboard
As of 7/11/2017

Unit

MOM

Current

Last month

Last year

USc/lb
USc/lb

▲
▼

80
68.9

78
69.5

78
68.5

USc/lb
AUD/tonne

▲
▲

14.56
417

13.98
397

22.27
635

AUc/kg
NZc/kg

▲
▼

1,623
294

1,550
298

1,303
429

USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB

▲
•

288
345

275
345

225
325

1000=1985
USD/bbl

▲
▲

1,476
64

1,405
56

870
46

vs. USD
vs. USD
%
%

▼
▼
•
•

0.769
0.695
1.50
1.75

0.777
0.709
1.50
1.75

0.773
0.734
1.50
2.00

Cotton markets
Cotlook A Index
ICE No.2 NY Futures (nearby contract)
Sugar markets
ICE Sugar No.11
ICE Sugar No.11 (AUD)
Wool markets
Australian Eastern Market Indicator
NZ Coarse Crossbred Indicator
Fertiliser

Urea
DAP
Other
Baltic Dry Index
Brent Crude Oil
Economics/currency
AUD
NZD
RBA Official Cash Rate
NZRB Official Cash Rate
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